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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Hymns of Abraham contains two new songs, totaling almost 15 minutes, created by the talented composer
Andreas Waldetoft.

These grand songs run while playing as characters of the Abrahamic religions to enhance the players experience and the
atmosphere of the game.

Andreas Waldetoft has been working on Paradox Development Studio games since Hearts of Iron II and Europa Universalis III.
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This is an alpha.
The game is so bad in many ways.
It has potential but killed by the devs.. Warning: I got a game key for free for having achievements in binding of isaac

It's a really good game for what it is. Seems like a first time project but a lot of thought has been put into it. Tons of creativity as
far as enemies, bosses, and level/hub enviroment go however the faux-story is pretty silly and hard to follow.

The randomly generated level design isnt bad at all and the "binding of isaac"-like upgrades are extremely fun. The variety given
by the various stackable upgrades gives it a good amount of replay value and kept me playing until I finally beat the final boss.
The controls are pretty good but it could be abit tighter with the movement. One thing that I really like about the game is the
ultra accurate hitboxes on enemies and objects. The enemies are alright, but AI is somewhat wonky and the enemy dificulty
scales very oddly from level to level. Level one is fun and easy, two is somewhat harder, three tends to be easy, and four is
ridiculously difficult. Personally I ended up having to just run pass enemies and get to the final boss both times I fought him.
The bosses are unique and interesting, each one has a different playstyle that I found fun yet challenging. One complaint though
is that the first boss is signifigantly harder than all the other bosses because it actually requires you to aim very well.

Hopefully in the future I'll come back and write a better review but I really do like it despite it's flaws.
Maybe wait and buy it during a 50% off sale, it's at least worth that much.. u ♥♥♥♥in weirdo fish furries would probably like
this idk this is a p fun game and the fish are cool. It doesn't show up. I payed for it. I asked for help on every steam\/uplay\/far
cry channel available...no response what so ever. I think this is just some kind of stupid joke or a way of just stealing money
from thrusting costumers...really, really bad.. i am super excited that a game like this exists. a fun dark wizard game. one
suggestion i have although kind of a ton of work is to have a narrator reading the text of the scrolls and stuff, because reading is
kind of a pain in vr and i feel like the game gets a ton of depth from the story in the scrolls/books/etc. anyway i made a 2 minute
review of this game here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7aetRzy-_9A. This game was short but extremely enjoyable. The storyline was very
compelling but, due to the length of the game, remained unresolved (which I found to be the only con to this game) The combat
system was ingenious and I enjoyed figuring out the best way for the two protagonists to alter each other's spells to take out a
difficult enemy. The artwork for said protagonists and the enemy monsters was unique and nice enough to make up for the rest
of the RPG Maker graphics (the different setting designs for each mini-bosses' area of the castle helped too)

Ultimately, because of how short it is, this game feels sort of like the demo to a longer game that I'd really, really love to play..
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Image & Form Games did it again. the game is a Diamond...i love it since it released for nintendo and i waited for it to release
on pc too. Graphics are colorful and cute,music is what it must be for the game, characters are awesome and very artistic as the
other games. i turned on my pc and bough it without second though. 10\/10 for me.. really worth to buy, and i am really attract
by this game. It related a lot of background of myth and so on. People who do not have those knowledge may feel hard to slove
the quiz. And I think if u are intersting in those myths, u can try it. Also, if u do not have such knowledge but u good at finding
information online, it will be a chanllage for u to try this game.. Pros
Good modelling
Features standard scenarios
More than one livery
Good texturing

Cons
Garbage sounds
No passenger view
Scenarios for one of the worst routes in TS19
Lack of functionality
Wrong cab

AFTER TRAIN SIM DESIGNS MODS

Pros
Good modelling
More than one livery
Features standard scenarios
Good sounds
Greyhound MBS
Good texturing
Correct cab

Cons
No passenger view
Lack of functionality
Scenarios for one of the worst routes in TS19

Overral
4\/10

Good to have some slam doors in TS, but not at this quality. Buy it in a sale and get some freeware mods for it.. Ugly game.
Floaty combat and cheap animations. Not fun.. An absolute tour de force. A shmup full of imaginative patterns, chaos, and
rapid-fire fun. Magnificently paced, endlessly charming. Mecha Ritz really does earn its spot proudly right next to Crimzon
Clover, Eschatos, and Mushihimesama. It is that good.

The rank system slides perfectly up and down, making the game faster and more chaotic, but you stronger, the better you do,
and easier the more you take it on the chin. This creates a wonderful risk vs reward metric by making the game more and more
intense the better you play. Combine with all the extra lives it gives you (A ridiculous amount compared to others in the genre. I
would get 3-5 shields and 3-5 bombs usually each level.), and the game manages to make room for terrible play as well as
reward extremely good play with crazier patterns.

Of course, you have to manage a decent rank to get the best ending, but even the bad ending is a rip roaring good time.

But even without the rank system, you have a game that is just brilliantly put together in every way. Do not let this one pass you
by if you like shmups at all.

EDIT: The manual is a readme.txt file in the game install directory and explains the various systems. This is old school as can
be.. Should've add more things. Low budget in both senses. This is a perfectly fine generic HOG. There are many bug reports on
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the Steam forums, but I suspect all of the softlock / freeze type issues are just people bewildered by the game's unintuitive UI
and lack of animation. The only trouble I had playing through to the end was a few objects positioned right at the bottom of a
scene, making them very hard to see or click. Anyway, worth 99 cents.. Ah sweet! I bought without knowing what it was
because it was so cheap and it turned out to be a really fun game.. Addictive, colorful and good old scoring.. i won this on
steamgifts

that aside this seems like a fun little maze runner and worth its price tag.
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